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This note gives a characterization f binary geometries by means of a double 
elimination axiom which is a strengthening of the usual circuit elimination axiom 
used in defining matroids in general. 
We give the following new characterization of binary matroids, which is 
particularly useful as a sufficient condition: 
THEOREM. A matroid M is binary if and only if for any distinct circuits 
C1 and C z and elements a and b E C 1N C2, there exists a circuit C a c_ 
(C l U C2)\{a , b t. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is easy, for in a binary matroid M 
the symmetric difference C1 A C 2 of two distinct circuits is a non-vacuous 
union of disjoint circuits of M, and so contains a circuit. Conversely, in 
order to prove that the matroid M is binary, we prove that the dual M* of 
M is binary by proving that there do not exist in M* four hyperplanes H*, 
H*, H*, H* which contain a common hyperline L* of M*. (This is a well- 
known characterization of binary matroids; see, for example, 
[1, Chap. 10.2].) In fact, otherwise the condition of the theorem is not 
satisfied with the circuits C1 = E\H* and C2 = E\H~2 of M (which is on E) 
and any two elements a E H*\L*  and b E/-/~4\L* (a, b @ C1 ~ C2). 
The theorem proved above makes it possible for us to define binary 
matroids combinatorially as follows: A binary matroid on a set E is a family 
of non-null subsets of E, called circuits, such that if CI and C2 are any two 
distinct circuits and a, b are two not necessarily distinct elements in 
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C~ n C2, there exists a circuit C 3 c_ (C 1 ~ C2)\{a ' b}. Note that this "double 
elimination axiom" is a strengthening of the usual circuit elimination axiom 
used in defining matroids in general. 
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